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Prevalence of Smoldering Multiple Myeloma: Results from the Iceland Screens, 

Treats, or Prevents Multiple Myeloma (iStopMM) Study

• The iStopMM study (Iceland Screens Treats or Prevents Multiple Myeloma) is a 

nationwide screening study for MM precursors where all residents in Iceland over 40 

years of age and older were invited to participate. 

• Of the 148,704 individuals over 40 years of age in Iceland, 75,422 (51%) were screened

for M-protein and abnormal free light chain ratio. 

• A total of 180 patients were diagnosed with SMM

• According to the proposed 2/20/20 risk stratification model for SMM, 116 (64%) patients

were low-risk, 47 (26%) intermediate-risk, and 17 (10%) high-risk. 

• The prevalence of SMM in the total population was estimated to be 0.53% in individuals

40 years of age or older. In men and women, the prevalence of SMM was 0.70% and 

0.37%, respectively, and it increased with age in both sexes 
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Smoldering (but how much
«smoldering»?) myeloma: 
a paradigm for early treatment?

From a bioloigcal point of view, SMM is an 
heterogeneous disease: it may present 
characteristics that are similar to those of 
MGUS, with a true  indolent and 
asymptomatic clinical outcome, or are, 
instead,  more similar to those observed in 
patients with overt, symptomatic myeloma, 
with a significantly higher probability of 
progression. 

Robert Louis Stevenson

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Louis_Stevenson
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Len 25mg  d1-21 C 1-9 + 
Dexa 20 d1-4 e d12-15 > 
Len 10mg d1-21 C1-24  
Vs
Observation

Median  follow-up surviving patients 75 months



Len-dex,median TTP: 9 yrs

Observation, median TTP: 2.1 yrs

HR: 0.27, (95%CI: 0.16-0.42), p<0.0001

Len-dex,median OS NR

Observation, median OS: 7.8 yrs

HR: 0.54, (95%CI: 0.30-0.90), p<0.034

QuiRedex: 

Len-dex vs no treatment: TTP to active disease (n = 119)

Per-protocol Patients population

Mateos MV, et al. EHA 2020

Median follow-up: 10.8 years

46% reduction in the risk of death and 73% in that of progression for the early treatment vs not treatment. 

Early treatment does not induce more resistant relapses



Median follow-up 35 months



High risk Intermediate risk Low risk

IMWG 2019 model: 2/20/20



Both these studies raised some concerns and have not changed  the current “no 
treatment” paradigm, due to several limitations: 

• Their sample size was limited, with less than 100 patients in each arm. 

• The Spanish study was conducted between 2007 and 2013, when some new MM drugs were not 
available, while bone involvement was assessed by a low-sensitivity technique like plan 
radiograph. 

• In the US trial, the high discontinuation rate voluntarily or because of adverse effects in the 
experimental treatment; the fact that the group achieving the most significant benefit with 
lenalidomide in terms of PFS included only 25 patients could be a concern. 

• Both studies started before the 2014 update criteria had been settled, therefore, a proportion  of 
the patients enrolled were likely  to be reclassified as having active disease.

• Clinical results of the studies were not presented to the regulatory agencies for the drug 
authorization in the market.





AQUILA trial: Study Design
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Single-cell RNA-sequencing identifies immune biomarkers of response to immunotherapy in patients with high-
risk Smoldering Myeloma

• Sequential single-cell RNA-sequencing on CD138- immune cells from 40 BM and PB samples of 14 patients enrolled in a Phase II 
trial with Elo-RD  in patients with high-risk SMM (E-PRISM).

• Higher baseline abundance of mature B-cells, Th17 cells and Granzyme K (GZMK)+ T-cells (not normal-like immune composition)  
were associated with significantly longer PFS (p=0.031) (baseline immune reactivity may help to identify patients who will benefit 
the most from early treatment). 

• The expansion of tissue-resident NK cells and exhausted GZMK+ CD8+ T-cells at C9D1 of treatment, as well as higher gene 
expression signature marked by amphiregulin (AREG), was  also associated with significantly shorter PFS (p=0.039) (these immune 
biomarkers may also help to monitor response to immunotherapy, not be fully explained by residual tumor burden alone). 

• Patients whose immune profile normalized at the end of therapy (EOT) (Post-therapy Immune Normalization, PIN), potentially 
signifying the resolution of the immune challenge, had significantly longer biochemical PFS (p=0.04) (assessment of PIN at EOT 
may improve stratification of patients with minimal residual disease). 

• Biomarker status could be assessed in both BM and PB, making minimally invasive immune profiling

• Next generation  clinical assays that assess both tumor biology and immune state, to accurately predict, with common clinical
biomarkers, patients who may benefit from early treatment, monitor response and improve clinical  outcomes.

Romanos Sklavenitis-Pistofidis, et al. 
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Harvard Medical School, Broad Institute of MIT & Harvard



Who are the patients with SMM that might 
benefit by an early treatment?  

• Regarding patients with lower risk SMM, diagnosed according to current criteria, only active observation is recommended.

• About high-risk SMM early treatment, there is no consensus yet. 

• Two prospective randomized trials have shown significant benefits with lenalidomide +/- dexamethasone in these patients, but they 
were not registration studies and they were not presented to regulatory agencies. 

• However, it should be considered that (for) patients presenting with the coexistence of multiple risk factors, particularly  evolving 
MC/BMPC or significant hemoglobin decrease, high FLC ratio and/or high-risk cytogenetics….. physicians may consider to start early 
treatment, with the intention to either delay progression or even achieve cure. 

• It will be the individual physician’s responsibility to seek active risk/benefit discussion with their patients, also considering that HRQoL
(as well as OS) is an essential outcome parameter. 

• The decision of treatment will also depend on national healthcare system whether such unlicensed treatment approach falls within the 
legal framework.

• The Panel agreed that therapy in these selected, very high-risk SMM patients, should be similar to that offered to patients with active 
myeloma, and that treatment should be performed in a controlled setting, such as clinical trial. 



• i) To identify new predictive biomarkers (clinical, 

molecular/genomics, immunological, 

microenvironment, imaging) for further refining risk 

prediction and selecting SMM patients who may do 

well with observation (“Dr. Jekyll”) and those who 

require more stringent monitoring in order to 

establish the most appropriate moment to start 

treatment (“Mr. Hyde” ones).

ii) To assess the necessary balance between reduced risk of 

progression (and of consequent MM complications) with 

early treatment vs short- and long-term possible adverse 

effects, specifically deteriorating HRQoL, SPM and 

induction of refractory disease, elucidating, in particular, 

whether an early treatment may select resistant clones 

or, the opposite, if delaying therapy may favor a more 

resistant disease for future therapies.

iii) To determine which intensity and type of treatment is 

preferable in selected high-risk SMM, i.e. short term, 

intensive approaches with “curative” intent vs prolonged 

immunological control of the disease …., according to a 

“preventive” strategy. Both these approaches should 

have the primary objective of improving OS, without 

negatively affecting HRQoL. 

What should be done in the close future to further improve the management of SMM? 

EMN Consensus Statement on Smouldering Myeloma, Haematologica 2021


